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Sustainable Coworking in Detroit
 
















Sustainable Coworking in Detroit
 



















Join us!
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Cowork Here
 





Join the diverse community of socially and environmentally conscious professionals that call the Green Garage home. 
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Get Involved
 





Find opportunities to connect, engage, and learn with us beyond joining our coworking community.
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Learn More
 





Read our story to learn about our history, our sustainably rehabilitated historic building, and the values that guide our work.
 























Community
 





The Green Garage is more than a coworking space. We’re a diverse and tight-knit community of professionals who find opportunities to help each other learn, grow, and succeed. Community care and connectedness are part of everything we do. Whether you’re looking for a professional service or referral, someone to listen to your next big idea, or just a charger for your laptop, your fellow coworkers will be there for you. And since we’re a community that celebrates the differences that make us stronger, you’ll be encouraged to bring your whole self to work. 
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Sustainability
 





Sustainability is at the heart of the Green Garage. We were founded as a demonstration center for what sustainability in an urban setting could look like. We’re a triple bottom line business, meaning that we consider the environmental, economic, and community impact of every decision we make, and that we measure our performance along those same three metrics. By locating at the Green Garage, your business would have one of the greenest footprints on the planet, and would be participating in a concerted effort to achieve a more sustainable future for Detroit. 
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The Green Garage is more than a coworking space. We’re a diverse and tight-knit community of professionals who find opportunities to help each other learn, grow, and succeed. Community care and connectedness are part of everything we do. Whether you’re looking for a professional service or referral, someone to listen to your next big idea, or something as simple as a charger for your laptop, your fellow coworkers will be there for you. And since we’re a community that celebrates the differences that make us stronger, you’ll be encouraged to bring your whole self to work. 
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Sustainability
 





Sustainability is at the heart of the Green Garage. We were founded as a demonstration center for what sustainability in an urban setting could look like, and we are proud to operate at about 10% of the waste, water, and energy of a traditional office. We’re a triple bottom line business, meaning that we consider the environmental, economic, and community impact of every decision we make, and that we measure our performance along those same three metrics. By locating at the Green Garage, your business would have one of the greenest footprints on the planet, and would be participating in a concerted effort to achieve a more sustainable future for Detroit. 
 























Meet Our Members
 





























Rhonda Greene is the executive director of Heritage Works, a longstanding nonprofit organization that promotes youth and community development in Detroit through cultural traditions, arts, and education, including African-centric drum and dance education.
Rhonda has operated Heritage Works out of the Green Garage since 2017. She says she values our culture of celebrating each community members’ successes, personal and professional, as well as opportunities to work from our three season room (particularly in the spring) and take part in our regular triple bottom line business leadership conversations.


Rhonda GreeneHeritage Works 
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Noel French is an attorney and the owner of Origami Legal, a law firm that provides flexible, convenient opportunities for Michigan businesses, social enterprises, nonprofits, and creatives to obtain legal services in areas like entity establishment, contracts, and trademarks. Noel has been a member of the Green Garage since 2015 and places a high value on both our sustainable operations and the relationships he’s formed here. He cites the connections that the Green Garage fosters between its members and the local community, as well as the ways our team and founding members make the Green Garage a unique and positive place to work. “The GG is a cool building and piece of engineering,” he says, “But it's so much more, and that's 100% down to the people.” 

Noel FrenchOrigami Legal 
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As the Principal of ProSeeds Consulting, Libby Levy uplifts visionary ideas at the intersection of philanthropy and nonprofits. Most recently, this includes serving as Director of the Walters Family Foundation, where she supports the foundation in conserving the natural environment, advancing economic vitality, and empowering people to reach their full potential through innovative learning initiatives across the great State of Michigan.
A business-in-residence since 2014, Libby values the opportunity to cowork with like-minded organizations supporting Detroiters at the neighborhood and grassroots levels. She partners with several other businesses-in-residence, and loves the fact that so many of her professional contacts are so close by.


Libby LevyProSeeds 
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Chris Blauvelt is the co-founder of two innovative crowdfunding companies: Patronicity, which supports public space improvement projects in Michigan, Indiana, and New England; and LaunchGood, a crowdfunding platform for the global Muslim community that has raised more than $150 million for projects in more than 20 countries and counting. Even though Chris works with 40+ people in his companies, they’re spread out globally and he’s the only one who works in Michigan. At the Green Garage, where he has worked since 2012, Chris appreciates the “homey yet professional environment,” where, as he puts it, “I don’t feel alone, because the Green Garage community is there.” 

Chris BlauveltLaunchGood & Patronicity 
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Rhonda Greene is the executive director of Heritage Works, a longstanding nonprofit organization that promotes youth and community development in Detroit through cultural traditions, arts, and education, including African-centric drum and dance education.
Rhonda has operated Heritage Works out of the Green Garage since 2017. She says she values our culture of celebrating each community members’ successes, personal and professional, as well as opportunities to work from our three season room (particularly in the spring) and take part in our regular triple bottom line business leadership conversations. 
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Noel French is an attorney and the owner of Origami Legal, a law firm that provides flexible, convenient opportunities for Michigan businesses, social enterprises, nonprofits, and creatives to obtain legal services in areas like entity establishment, contracts, and trademarks. Noel has been a member of the Green Garage since 2015 and places a high value on both our sustainable operations and the relationships he’s formed here. He cites the connections that the Green Garage fosters between its members and the local community, as well as the ways our staff, owners, founding members, and volunteers make the Green Garage a unique and positive place to work. “The GG is a cool building and piece of engineering,” he says, “But it's so much more, and that's 100% down to the people.” 
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As the Principal of ProSeeds Consulting, Libby Levy uplifts visionary ideas at the intersection of philanthropy and nonprofits. Most recently, this includes serving as Director of the Walters Family Foundation, where she supports the foundation in conserving the natural environment, advancing economic vitality, and empowering people to reach their full potential through innovative learning initiatives across the great State of Michigan.
A business-in-residence since 2014, Libby values the opportunity to cowork with like-minded organizations supporting Detroiters at the neighborhood and grassroots levels. She partners with several other businesses-in-residence, and loves the fact that so many of her professional contacts are so close by.
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Chris Blauvelt is the co-founder of two innovative and transformative crowdfunding companies: Patronicity, which supports public space improvement projects in Michigan, Indiana, and New England; and LaunchGood, a crowdfunding platform for the global Muslim community that has raised more than $150 million for projects in more than 20 countries and counting. Even though Chris works with 40+ people in his companies, they’re spread out globally and he’s the only one who works in Michigan. At the Green Garage, where he has worked since 2012, Chris appreciates the “homey yet professional environment,” where, as he puts it, “I don’t feel alone, because the Green Garage community is there.” 
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Contact Us
 





Email
[email protected]
Phone
(313) 444-3559
Address
4444 Second Ave. Detroit, MI 48201
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